AUDI SPORT ASIA TROPHY 2020
A competition for privateer drivers in Asia
Regulations 1.2

REGULATIONS

1. Entrants
1.1 Entry is open to all FIA-bronze-rated drivers who achieved
their results in a race car manufactured or acknowledged by
Audi Sport (Audi R8 LMS GT3, Audi R8 LMS GT2, Audi R8 LMS
GT4, Audi RS 3 LMS).
1.2 Drivers who did not yet receive an FIA-ranking can apply with
Audi Sport customer racing Asia to be classified as a
“privateer driver” to be eligible for the Audi Sport Asia Trophy.
The decision about eligibility will be solely made by Audi Sport
customer racing Asia and will be confirmed to the driver in
writing.
1.3 A special registration to take part in the Audi Sport Asia
Trophy is not required. But in order to score points, drivers or
their teams should send their race results with the official
result documents of the related series to
asiatrophy@audi.com.cn within three weeks after the eligible
event.
1.4 Every driver has the right to object to take part in the
competition. The objection has to be made in writing to
asiatrophy@audi.com.cn.
1.5 Results achieved with cars which are equipped with engines
not manufactured by Audi will not be scored.

2. Events
2.1 Eligible drivers can score points in the competitions and their
respective car categories and classes as listed in 2.7 and 2.8.
2.2 The championship calendars are sole authority of the
individually responsible series and the official motorsport
authority.
2.3 Only those events held between November 18, 2019 and
November 22, 2020 will be considered.
2.3.1 Audi Sport customer racing Asia reserves the right to revise
the cut-off date for the 2020 Audi Sport Asia Trophy
eligible events if exceptional circumstances present
themselves
2.4 The races, race car categories and competitor classes are
weighted by coefficients, as listed in 2.7. and 2.8.
2.5 The number of races of each championship as listed under 2.7
are subject to the final series calendar of the respective series’
promoter and/or the related motorsport authority. Changes
may apply.
2.6 Audi Sport customer racing Asia, as the organizer of the Audi
Sport Asia Trophy, reserves the right to add additional
championships to the competition. In such an occurrence, an
update of the below list will be published on www.audimotorsport-asia.com.

2.7 Racing Series
2.7.1 GT World Challenge Asia (11 races)*
Car category
GT3

GT4

Class
Overall
Pro-Am
Am-Am
Overall
Am-Am

Coefficient per race
66
50
33
32
16

* An endurance multiplier (x 1.5) will be added for the Shanghai 888 endurance round

2.7.2 Asian Le Mans Series 2019/2020 (4 races)
Car category
GT3

Class
Overall
Am

Coefficient per race
90
45

2.7.3 China GT (12 races)
Car category
GT3
GT4

Class
Overall
Am-Am
Overall
Am-Am

Coefficient per race
42
21
28
14

2.7.4 China Endurance Championship (5 races)
Car category
GT3
GT4
TCR

Class
Overall
GT4 overall
TCER

Coefficient per race
54
36
32

2.7.5 Pan Delta Circuit Hero (6 races)
Car category
GT3
GT4

Class
Circuit Hero overall
Circuit Hero GT4*

Coefficient per race
42
28

* Final class’ name subject to promoter confirmation

2.7.6 Pan Delta Circuit Hero One*
Car category
TCR

Class
Circuit Hero One
(TCR)*

Coefficient per race
25

* Number of rounds subject to promoter’s confirmation
** Final class’ name subject to promoter’s confirmation

2.7.7 Greater Bay Area GT Cup*
Car category
GT4

Class
Overall

* Number of rounds subject to promoter’s confirmation

Coefficient per race
28

2.7.8. Thailand Super Series (8 races)
Car category
GT3
GT4

Class
Supercar GT3 overall
Supercar GT3 Am-Am
GTM (GT4 ranking)

Coefficient per race
42
21
28

2.7.9 TCR Asia (10 races)
Car category
TCR

Class
Overall

Coefficient per race
25

2.7.10 TCR China (10 races)
Car category
TCR

Class
Overall

Coefficient per race
25

2.7.11 TCR Malaysia (6 races)
Car category
TCR

Class
Overall

Coefficient per race
25

2.7.12 Macau Touring Car Cup*
Car category
TCR

Class
Overall**

* Number of rounds subject to promoter’s confirmation
** Final class’ name subject to promoter’s confirmation

Coefficient per races
25

2.8 Single Races

2.8.1 The Suzuka 10 Hours
Car category
GT3

Class
Overall
Pro-Am
Am-Am

Coefficient per race
144
108
72

2.8.2 Macau GT World Cup (2020)*
Car category
GT3

Class
Overall
Bronze*

Coefficient per race
96
48

* Only if the promotor allows bronze-rated driver entries for 2020
** Final class’ name subject to promoter’s confirmation

2.8.3 Zhuhai 700 (2019)
Car category
GT3
GT4
TCR

Class
GT overall
D overall
A overall

Coefficient per race
63
42
37

3. Champion Bonus
3.1 Drivers who win a series’ annual championship title or a class
title of a division listed in 2.7 receive a champion bonus:
Additional points in the amount of one respective race or class
win will be added to their scoring.
3.2 The champion bonus only applies to multi-event
championships. A minimum number of three races must have
taken place.
3.3 As a precondition for the championship bonus, the relevant
series promoter must have issued a final and concluding
scoring table of the entire season.

4. Scoring

4.1 A registration for the Audi Sport Asia Trophy is not required.
4.2. To score points, results of the individual events should be
sent by each driver or their teams to asiatrophy@audi.com.cn
within three weeks after the event.
4.3 All results must be proved by an official list of results or
confirmation of an ASN by the stated deadlines at the latest.
Otherwise points will not be scored.
4.5 The following scores by position apply:
1st place

15

7th place

5

2nd place

12

8th place

4

3rd place

10

9th place

3

4th place

8

10th place

2

5th place

7

11th place or below

1

6th place

6

4.6 The points for position are multiplied with the respective
coefficient from the event.
4.7 Only those cars will be scored which have officially been
classified by the race organizer in the final results.
4.8 If a car is driven by multiple drivers during a race, all eligible
drivers of the Audi Sport Asia Trophy will receive full points
for the respective position of the car.
4.9. Drivers can only score points for one class (Overall/ProAm/Am-Am) in each race - the highest score (position
multiplied by coefficient) will be scored.

4.10 Regular updates of the Audi Sport Asia Trophy scores will be
published on www.audi-motorsport-asia.com

5. Prizes
5.1 Prize funds and trophy
5.1.1 The total prize funds awarded for the Audi Sport Asia
Trophy 2020 are:
1st place

“Audi Sport Asia Trophy”
plus € 50,000.-

2nd place

€ 35,000.-

3rd place

€ 15,000.-

5.1.2 The winner of the “Audi Sport Asia Trophy 2020” is the
driver with the highest point total; further placing will
follow in the order of total points scored.
5.1.3 In the event of a tie the drivers involved will be placed
together in the relevant placing. The one or more following
places will be discarded, ie, in a tie for second place
between two drivers, the tied drivers will both be classified
in second, with the following driver(s) classified fourth.
Prize funds from the relevant places will be added and
divided equally among the tied drivers accordingly. In the
above example the prizes for second and third place would
be added together and divided equally between the two
drivers.
The only exception is the scoring for first place, for which in
tied cases the higher number of victories in races with the
highest coefficients, then the higher number of second
places, third places and so forth will be taken into account.
If a tie still exists, the higher number of fastest qualifying
laps will be considered, then the higher number of fastest
race laps and finally by drawing lots.

5.1.4 The Top 3 prizes are to be received by the drivers and will be
awarded personally during an Audi Sport Asia Trophy
ceremony.

5.2 Audi Sport Asia Trophy team for 2021 Suzuka 10h
5.2.1 The three (3) highest-ranked “GT3 drivers” in the final
scoring table of the Audi Sport Asia Trophy 2020 will
form a team for the 2021 Suzuka 10 hours. The entry will
be fully-funded by Audi Sport customer racing Asia (apart
from accident damage during the event).
5.2.2 To be eligible as a “GT3 driver”, the driver needs to provide
evidence of having competed in at least one full season of
an officially sanctioned GT3 series, up to and including
season 2020.

6. Exclusions
Audi Sport customer racing Asia reserves the right to exclude any
driver from the standings of the Audi Sport Asia Trophy if the
driver’s license was withdrawn by the FIA or ASN for an offense
against the sporting code during the 2020 season. Audi Sport
customer racing Asia also reserves the right to exclude any driver
from the standings who have violated the provisions of the FIA
Code of Ethics and Conduct or the DMSB Code of Ethics during the
2020 season.

7. Disclaimer
This is not a legal document and should not be binding to Audi
Sport customer racing Asia. Audi Sport customer racing Asia
reserves the right and enjoys the sole discretion to interpret, alter
or recall these regulations at any time with no obligation to pay
or compensate the drivers in any form. No legal claims against
any offered prizes will be entertained. All decisions of Audi Sport
customer racing Asia are final; appeals to the courts or sporting
authorities are excluded.

8. Contact
For inquiries, please contact:
asiatrophy@audi.com.cn
or:
Andre Gantenbrink
Business development and sales
Audi Sport customer racing Asia
Phone: +86 10 6531 4483
Mobile: +86 13051861331
E-mail: andre.gantenbrink@audi.com.cn
www.audi-motorsport-asia.com

